
 

Technical specifications steel substructure SB1973 
 

Short description of the system 

System Floor Technics (SFT) system SB1973 is a conventional raised 
access floor build out of stepless height-adjustable pedestals.  
600 x 600 mm floor panels are mounted on top of the pedestals and 
create the actual floor. System SB1973 is, depending on Building 
Height and application, available in M16 or M20 dimensions.  
 
System SB1973 is used in offices and technical rooms without 
obstacles and where no heavy distributed loads have to be carried 
(max. 15 kN/m²). When pipelines, cable trays and cables have to be 
easily accessible and floor panels have to be replaceable, System SB 
1973 is a good choice as raised access floor. 
 
With each completed raised floor and for every room SFT provides 
a free (carpet) lifter for removing of the floor panels without 
damaging the finish. 

Raised floor SB1973 M20: 

Specifications: 

Available pedestals: M16 M20 

Overlay support of floor panel on grid: At least every corner of panel At least every corner of panel 

Bouwhoogte incl. 40 mm paneel (BH): 65-440 mm 110-660 mm (higher upon request) 

Distributed load*: 15 kN/m² 15 kN/m² 
Pedestal material: Zinc plated, yellow bi-chromated Zinc plated, yellow bi-chromated 

Pedestal dimensions: Lower part: M16, massive 
Upper part: Ø 20 x 1,85 mm 

Lower part: Ø 24  x 2 mm 
Upper part: M20, massive 

Adjustment range pedestal: Depending on Building Height and system 

Placing of pedestal on the  
structural subfloor:  

In permanent elastic polyurethane adhesive sealant. Structural subfloor must meet 
level class 1 according to NEN 2747 (power floated concrete). 

Head-plate material: Zinc plated steel, yellow bi-chromated Ø 90 mm 

Material stringer “light”: Zinc plated, yellow bi-chromated steel U-profile,  
535 x 20 x 20 x 20 x 0,9 mm 

Material stringer “heavy”: Zinc plated, yellow bi-chromated steel box section, 
535 x 25 x 25 x 1,5 mm 

Electrical conductivity (Ω): Each pedestal can be included into the grounding potential of the installation.   

Regular independent frame material: Zinc plated steel box section 60x40x2 mm 
Isolated independent frame material: Zinc plated steel box section 80x30x3 mm applied with 3 kV insulation 

* Depends on building height 

 Pedestals 
- The lower part of the pedestal is mounted on the structural 

subfloor by application of a permanent elastic polyurethane 
adhesive sealant. Because the adhesive sealant is permanent 
elastic, small vibrations can be absorbed without getting detached. 
The sealant has an excellent adhesion to different kind of materials 
like glass, aluminium, steel, wood, polyester, PVC, ceramic, stone, 
(power floated) concrete, sand concrete etcetera. 

- Sometimes the pedestals are (additionally) attached to the 
structural subfloor with nail plugs. 

- From Building Height (BH) 440 mm System Floor Technics advises 
to use so called “stringers” to provide some lateral stability. 
 

Subject to changes 



 

Frames for equipment 
Frames for equipment can be included into raised access floor 
SB1973 but have to be placed as an independent construction. 
System Floor Technics rather advises to apply system BW792 in 
case of the use of frames. 
 
Frames are used for the application of equipment such as: 
- Patch cabinets 
- Switch boards 
- UPS cabinets (uninterruptable power supply) 
- Air-conditioning units 
- All kinds of other technical equipment 

 
 

 Options 
SFT raised floor system SB1973 can be equipped with various options 
and accessories. The following are frequently applied: 
 
- Stairs, (hand-)railings and related compartmentalisation 
- Compartmentalisation (for shielding and partitioning the open side 

of the raised floor) 
- Ramp (for materials handling of rolling material) 
- Various ventilation panels available with a breathability of 6, 12, 

16, 25, 35, 44, 60, 70 or 80 %. Depending on the version, ventilation 
panels are made of chipboard, steel or aluminium. 

- Integrated floor outlets serving energy and/or network cabling 
- Coating of the structural subfloor (as dust binder) 
- Grounding clamps for making the substructure (and optional floor 

panels) part of the grounding potential of the installation 
- Spare fields for equipment (frames closed down with floor panels, 

serving future expansion of equipment). 

Voorbeelden: 
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